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VERY IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Read through the questions, brainstorm and plan your answers before you finally answer them. 

This is one of the good ways to manage your time in an exam and to do well.  

2. Write clearly, use simple expressions and provide the best answers possible.   

3. Write answers that provide additional information. If you just list answers or provide one to 

three worded answers, your will fail the paper.  

4. Do well to explain your answers to help earn full marks. Check your units of measurement, 

spellings, grammar and read over your work before submitting.  

5. Write question numbers boldly, start every new major question (answers) on a new page. 

6. Do not rewrite the full question before answering. Only write the question number. 

7. Show workings in all instances in section B if the question involves calculations. 
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SECTION III(ANSWER ONE QUESTION) 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

5. Study the picture below and answer the questions 

 
   

(a) Explain the term associated with scenes of the pictures with examples                           4marks 

(b) In what four ways can you improve the scenes to attract more visitors                         16marks   

6. Kofi Kom is a resident of a village. The people in the village are facing a lot of problems such 

sickness, hunger and many more. Kofi Kom decided to help by providing medicine, food and a lot to 

the people.  

  a) Briefly explain the term which can be used to described the actions of Kofi Kom               4marks 

  b) Highlight four roles that Kofi Kom can play in the village through his actions                   16marks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


